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The Physics molecular simula on group is interested in
studying the nuclea on and growth of model organic solids
comprised of flexible molecules. Our research in this area
is mo vated by a desire to understand crystallisa on pro-
cesses implicated in heart disease and other medical condi-
ons such as gout and kidney stone forma on. Of current

interest is the model of Polson and Frenkel [3], a minimal
model in which molecules are represented by short chains
ofN so beads linked with spring-like bonds.

This and relatedmodels form close-packed crystal struc-
tures inwhich the beads occupy sites on a regular crystalline
la ce. This structure can be realised with a regular array
of aligned linear chains, or with links between la ce sites
distributed randomly subject to the chain length constraint.
This is illustrated with a 2D example in figure 1. The dis-
ordered phase can be modelled as a series of short, mutu-
ally avoiding randomwalks. In models where the chains are
‘s ff’, with an energe c penalty to forming bent conforma-
ons, the ordered phase is more stable. In more flexible

models, the higher entropy associated with the disordered
structure dominates and one expects this to be the thermo-
dynamically preferred phase. In between (the case of most
interest) one must perform rigorous calcula ons to deter-
mine the most stable phase, which may be a func on of
temperature and pressure.

We are therefore interested in algorithms for sampling
from the set of disordered configura ons available to short
chains on la ces. This mini-project will inves gate the use
of various Monte-Carlo (MC) schemes in this context, with
the aim of incorpora ng a suitable sampling protocol in ex-
is ng codes (developedwithin the group) for compu ng the
rela ve stability of crystalline structures. We will start with
the simple system illustrated in figure 1, exploring the effi-
ciency of two MC schemes for unbiased sampling of disor-
dered configura ons, before incorpora ng some energe c
preference for linear chains and studying the phase behaviour
of the resul ng system.

ThefirstMC scheme is based around the concept of dou-
ble bond re-bridging [1], in which two bonds on neighbour-
ing chains are broken and replacedwith two newbonds that
link the resul ng fragments together. The second uses a
generalisa on of repta on moves [2]. Here a number of
beads are removed from one end of a chain and placed at
the other end. As this will lead to overlaps with exis ng
chains, any chains impacted must also be modified, un l
one forms a closed-loop of reptated chains which preserves
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Figure 1: Two configura ons of a fully populated 10×10 lat-
ce with chains of length N = 5. Boundary condi ons are

periodic. Bonds which reach across the boundary are not
shown.

the required connec vity. Specific project deliverableswould
include:

• Implementa on of the double re-bridging and gen-
eral repta on algorithms in twodimensions on a square
la ce with par al la ce occupancy.

• ExampleMC simula ons at a range of la ce occupan-
cies, measuring behaviour of the two schemes toward
the limit of full occupancy.

• Introduc on of chain bending energy, and mapping
the emergence of the ordered phase.

Should me permit we will consider other la ces and
boundary condi ons. Computer code developed will feed
into an advanced scheme for compu ng free energy differ-
ences between ordered and disordered solids, which in turn
will be used to interpret ongoing simula ons of crystal nu-
clea on and growth.

A poten al PhD project will use these tools to design
models in which one can tune the phase preferen ally nu-
cleated from the melt, and explore the kine cs of this pro-
cess with path sampling methods. The project would suit
a student interested in computa onal sta s cal mechan-
ics and its applica on to problems in chemical physics. A
strong background in computer programming (in any lan-
guage) would be beneficial.
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